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What could be better if you get the simpler and readymade solutions of your Class 11 NCERT textbook exercises? Moreover, all these are created by an experienced subject matter expert. Can you imagine how beneficial these could be? Sounds amazing, right! You must opt for these NCERT solutions for Class 11 Chemistry in Hindi right away. You
can download NCERT solutions class 11 Chemistry in Hindi from Vedantu official website (vedantu.com) by registering yourself with your phone number/ email address. You can also access the same study materials from the Vedantu app as well. In that case, you need to download the Vedantu app first from the Google play store.You will get Class 11
Chemistry in Hindi NCERT solutions written in a simple and lucid manner. Solve all the problems/questions given in the exercises and evaluate your performance with these 100% accurate solutions so that you can learn how to write answers to the questions from any perspective during the final exam. Each of the answers in the Chemistry in Hindi
NCERT solutions class 11 is student-friendly and customized by the experts. These NCERT solutions Class 11 Chemistry in Hindi contain step-by-step answers to all the questions from the exercise which are considered as an invaluable aid to the students when it comes to regular study, exam preparation, or doing homework. Class 11 Chemistry in
Hindi NCERT solutions will clear all your doubts in very little time. Hence your confidence will be boosted. By practising the questions from these books, you will be able to improve your time management skills. That will help you in solving all the questions in the stipulated time frame during the final exam. NCERT Solutions for Class 11 Chemistry in
Hindi are designed as per the latest CBSE curriculum and guidelines. Vedantu’s study materials are updated regularly as per the latest changes. Hence students of Class 11 who are referring to these materials will be able to score the best marks in the final exam. Once you start using these materials, the preparation for the Class 11 exam and scoring
the highest percentile amongst your peers will seem like a cakewalk at the end of the day.Class 11 NCERT Solutions Chemistry: Chapter Details & Topics CoveredChapter 1: Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry (Term 1) (
ँ)The chapter introduces you to the world of chemistry and examines its significance and
importance. This chapter will cover numerous essential topics such as atomic and molecular mass, the mole idea, and calculating molar mass. You will also learn about various chemical processes, empirical and molecular formulae, percentage composition, and stoichiometry. This chapter's basis is founded on concepts and principles such as
Avogadro's Law and Dalton's Atomic Theory. This chapter also covers the law of conservation of mass, which helps students comprehend the fundamentals of chemistry.Chapter 2: Structure of Atom (Term 1)(
)In this chapter, you will get acquainted with atomic concepts such as Thomson's, Bohr's and Rutherford's atomic models. You
will also learn how to solve problems based on concepts such as frequency, wavelength, electronic radiation and subatomic particles. The most important topics covered in this chapter which are also the foundation of this chapter are concepts such as shells and subshells, dual nature of matter and light, de Broglie’s relationship, Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. The other important concepts covered are- the concept of orbitals, quantum numbers, shapes of s, p, and d orbitals, rules for filling electrons in orbitals – the Aufbau principle, Pauli’s exclusion principle, and Hund’s rule. The electronic configuration of atoms, stability of half-filled and filled orbitals are also discussed in detail in
the chapter. Lastly, through this chapter, you will learn how to write electronic configurations and the transition of electrons in different shells. Chapter 3: Classification of Elements and Periodicity in Properties (Term 1)(
)This chapter is extremely crucial from an examination viewpoint as several
questions in the final exam and various competitive exams are asked directly from this chapter. Broadly, this chapter covers the s-block, p-block, d-block and f-block elements in the periodic table. Some other important concepts discussed in the chapter are the periodic trends in the properties of elements -atomic radii, ionic radii, inert gas radii,
ionization enthalpy, electron gain enthalpy, electronegativity, valency, and the nomenclature of elements having atomic numbers more than 100. Through this chapter, students will be able to better analyse and understand the periodic table and related concepts. Chapter 4: Chemical Bonding and Molecular Structure (Term 1)(
)This chapter has several diagrams to better understand molecular structures and chemical bonding. The visual requirement of this chapter is extensively fulfilled by Vedantu's NCERT Solutions for Chemistry Class 11. The main topics of this chapter are as follows- valence electrons, ionic bond, covalent bond, bond parameters, the
Lewis structure, polar character of covalent bond, covalent character of ionic bond, valence bond theory, resonance, the geometry of covalent molecules, VSEPR theory, the concept of hybridization that involves the s, p and d orbitals and shapes, molecular orbital theory of homonuclear diatomic molecules, and the study of the Hydrogen
bond. Chapter 5: States of Matter (Term- 2)(
ँ)This chapter is the foundational chapter of Chemistry dealing with the study of the three states of matter. It explains the intermolecular forces and how they determine the states of matter. A special emphasis is laid on the liquid and gaseous states of matter, in this chapter. The most
important concepts of this chapter are Boyle’s, Charle’s, Gay Loussac’s, and Avogadro's laws. The other important topics from an examination perspective are- the types of bonding, melting and boiling points, the role of gas laws in elucidating the concept of the molecule. Study the topics such as the ideal behaviour, empirical derivation of the gas
equation, Avogadro’s number, ideal gas equation, and deviation from ideal behaviour, thoroughly to score well in the Chemistry exam. Chapter 6: Thermodynamics (Term- 2) (
)This chapter deals with the study of heat and is considered very important for someone who wants to pursue Chemistry in higher studies. Through this chapter,
students will study several concepts as well as the three crucial laws of thermodynamics. The first law is the law of conservation of energy, the second introduces the concept of entropy, and the Hess law is associated with this concept. The third law is based on classical mechanics, which states all molecular motion ceases at absolute zero. The
NCERT Class 11 Chemistry Solutions PDF on Thermodynamics covers terms of thermodynamics, calorimetry, enthalpies, spontaneity and Gibbs energy change, and equilibrium. The solutions are comprehensive and answered in a systematic way based on the latest syllabus.Chapter 7: Equilibrium (Term- 2)(
)There are two concepts of
equilibrium in substance discussed in Chapter 7: Chemical Equilibrium And Ionic Equilibrium. This chapter discusses buffer solutions, equilibrium constants, and the common ion effect. When studying this chapter, it is critical to learn all the concepts thoroughly so you can perform well on the annual exam. Each concept in the Vedantu's NCERT
Chemistry Class 11 PDF Solutions is clearly explained so that every question from students is clarified. Here, we examine concepts such as solid-liquid equilibrium, applications of equilibrium constants, factors affecting equilibrium, acids, bases, and salts, and buffer solutions.Chapter 8: Redox Reactions (Term- 1)(
ँ)In this
chapter, we discuss the concept of oxidation and the reduction of elements. This chapter explores the concept of electron gains and losses in understanding how oxidation and reduction work. Students will also learn how to balance equations. This chapter is essential for students who want to do well on their final exam. The students will be asked
questions related to the classical idea of a redox reaction, electron transfer reactions, oxidation numbers, and electrode processes. It is recommended that students first complete the entire chapter using the CBSE-approved NCERT textbook.Chapter 9: Hydrogen (Term- 1)(
)With one electron and one proton, hydrogen is the lightest element.
Dihydrogen is the most prevalent element in the universe and a significant amount of the universe's mass comes from hydrogen, which makes up 80% of its mass. The chapter discusses the hydrogen isotopes, their properties, and how they are created in nature. Students wishing to score well on their final examination should be familiar with these
concepts. In addition, students will learn about dihydrogen's properties and applications in daily life. Some students may find it difficult to comprehend all these concepts all at once, so using quality study material will enable you to ace this chapter. Chapter 10: The s-Block Elements (Term- 2)(s)Through this chapter, students will study
the alkali metals and alkaline earth metals, which are found in groups 1 and 2 of the periodic table. Some of the topics include the physical and chemical properties of s-block elements, general features and properties of compounds, and information about key substances such as calcium. This chapter also thoroughly explains the biological significance
of calcium and magnesium. From an examination viewpoint, the periodic table and the elements contained within it are extremely important. Therefore, students are strongly advised to properly master all of these concepts in order to score well.Chapter 11: The p-Block Elements (Term- 2) (p)This chapter provides students with an
overview of the p-block constituents. Group 13 to group 18 are made up of the p block that contains both metalloid and nonmetal groups. There is also a discussion on the various oxidation states and their features. This chapter analyses the several properties of the element boron, as well as its major compounds such as boric corrosive, borax, boron
hydrides, and so on. Students will gain an understanding of the p-block elements, including where the last electron enters or is found on the p-subshell. This chapter will also teach you about the boron family, significant boron compounds, applications of aluminium and boron, the carbon family, allotropes of carbon, and key silicon and carbon
compounds.Chapter 12: Organic Chemistry– Some Basic Principles and Techniques (Term- 1)(
:
)This chapter serves as the foundation for organic chemistry. The chapter discusses IUPAC nomenclature and the categorization of many natural chemicals. This chapter goes into detail regarding organic
compounds and along with this, the electronic relocations that occur in a covalent bond, such as the electromeric effect, Mesomeric effect, inductive effect, and hyperconjugation, are discussed in depth. The chapter goes on to explain substitution reactions, elimination reactions, and addition reactions.For the final exam, both organic and inorganic
chemistry are crucial in achieving excellent grades. This chapter will teach you about organic compounds, structural representation, categorization, nomenclature, isomerism, organic compound purification, and quantitative analysis. If students are unable to understand these topics using the NCERT textbook, they can obtain Vedantu's PDF solutions
for the questions from this chapter, which are freely available online.Chapter 13: Hydrocarbons (Term- 2)(
)Through this chapter, you will understand that organic chemistry is the scientific study of the characteristics, structure, interactions, composition, and synthesis of organic molecules. Students will learn about the categorization of
hydrocarbons, as well as their applications, characteristics, and associated reactions, in this chapter. Aside from that, the chapter goes into great length to explain alkanes, alkynes, and alkenes. It also covers related terms, physical characteristics, IUPAC names, substance reactions, ignition, and isomerism. The chapter also discusses the events that
occur during the production of these hydrocarbons, as well as the following reactions that occur on these hydrocarbons to generate the required products. Because this chapter is crucial for the exam, students must pay close attention to all of the concepts and sub-topics and memorise them in order to perform well in the exam.Chapter 14:
Environmental Chemistry(
)Environment Chemistry, Chapter 14, addresses the ecological aspect of Chemistry, such as natural pollution linked with air, soil, and water. The chapter also discusses the environmental responses that occur as a result of these contaminations. Thus, ozone depletion, acid rain, smog, and a few other
related phenomena are thoroughly explored. This last chapter in Class 11 Chemistry addresses the concerns of water contamination, ecological harm, and the way land pollution affects the world that we live in. It also discusses the ideas required to reduce contamination. Students will study the usage of pesticides to minimise soil contamination and
pollution management techniques such as waste disposal.2021-22 CBSE Marking SchemeAccording to the CBSE board, the complete syllabus is divided into two terms, each of which contains half of the syllabus. By doing so, the faculty explains the connection between the many interlinked themes that are more important. The CBSE conducts termby-term exams at the end of each term in line with the syllabus assigned to each term. This primarily seeks to give students the capacity to study the many topics that are important from an exam standpoint.Tips to Succeed in NCERT Class 11 Chemistry Exam1. Practice from sample papers and papers from past years.Examiners follow a pattern of
recurrence for certain important questions across multiple years, which is why going over past years' papers is so crucial. While you're at it, make a note of the essential parts and recurrent concepts so you can go over them the day before your exam. 2. The most essential aspect is preparing from NCERT textbooks.Questions and concepts from
NCERT textbooks make up a large part of the CBSE exam exams. Cover all topics, including diagrams and graphs, followed by solved examples and exercise questions, in order to ace your Chemistry paper. Keep a reference book beside your NCERT textbooks for instant clarification on complicated concepts, and continue to mark the essential and
tough questions as you go. Because the number of questions might be daunting at first, start with the chapters that carry the most weightage in the Class 11 Chemistry examination. 3. Pay Special Attention to the Numericals, Reactions, Formulae, and end products.When taking any exam, time is a key limitation. While tackling a detailed question may
appear achievable at the time, it not only takes a long time but also does not guarantee full marks at the end because you may miss out on some keywords or crucial points while compromising on other answers.Keep the following additional tips for the Chemistry exam in mind-Practice as many numerical problems from chapters like 'Electrochemistry'
as you can.Concentrate on Organic Chemistry naming reactions.In chapters like 'p-Block Elements' from Inorganic Chemistry, the product, characteristics, and anomalous behaviour must be highlighted.Mention names of reactions such as Williamson, Wolff-Kishner, Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky, and Clemmensen reduction in the Chemistry exam. 4.
Excellent writing abilities are essential.There is typically a lot of information to write within the given 3 hour time limit. Writing and solving equations improves your speed and confidence while also teaching you how to recognise the keywords and highlights that should be included in a solution. In Organic Chemistry, stating the names of the
reactants and products boosts the solution's authenticity. A student's ability to produce neat work is a non-negotiable asset.Always attempt to give extensive and informative explanations in points, followed by labelled diagrams that serve as visual assistance. A tabular format should also be used for a comparison study. These minor details may help
your answer script stand out from the others.5. Fetch full Marks in Scoring Chapters'Biomolecules,' 'Polymers,' and 'Chemistry in Everyday Life' have all been recognised as leftover chapters worth 10 marks each that the majority of students ignore. These three chapters, on the other hand, have the potential to be quite high-scoring. Students can
make brief notes in a tabular format from these chapters so that they can review them during the last week of the Class 11 Chemistry examination without losing time for more essential and complicated topics.6. Self-assessmentThe anxiousness that develops when studying and preparing for a test is an unavoidable aspect of the examination process.
It's normal to be irritated by your lack of preparation or inability to accelerate your learning pace, but you can't make yourself feel guilty about it. Instead of feeling sorry for yourself, you must identify your shortcomings and dedicate more time to addressing them. By assessing your shortcomings and working towards improving on them, you too can
master the Class 11 Chemistry syllabus to fetch high marks in the final examination. 7. Effective Time ManagementThe reading time of 15 minutes during the examination is the most important and should be spent wisely. If you're stuck on a question, skip it for the time being and attempt questions whose answers you are aware of. A few experts have
also encouraged students to save Organic Chemistry questions till the conclusion of the examination because they are more complicated than Inorganic and Physical Chemistry. Always plan your time so that you have a 15-minute time in the end to revise your answers. 8. Get Adequate Rest Before the ExamIt's not uncommon to see students studying
till the early hours the day before a test! Why would you want to go without sleep in the days coming up to the exam? Rather than depriving yourself of sleep, prepare so thoroughly (for the exam) that you can have a good night's sleep the night before and will be able to perform well in the exam with a well-rested mind. By diligently following the tips
mentioned above, you are bound to succeed in the Class 11 Chemistry examination by fetching high scores. Vedantu's NCERT Solutions are preferred by top students. Here's why...Vedantu's highly experienced subject specialists provide solutions with the goal of assisting students in acing their examinations. The solutions provide explanations in
plain language so that students may successfully comprehend the ideas. Students who closely adhere to the NCERT Class 11 Chemistry Syllabus can rely on these principles. Vedantu's solutions provide students with a competitive advantage by satisfying the following criteria:1. The top professors in each topic create the answers.The solutions are
created by highly qualified academic instructors with the sole objective of providing students around the country with the best educational content possible. The solutions prepared are extremely thorough in order for students to obtain immediate answers to all of their queries.2. Assists pupils in answering complicated problemsThe specialists at
Vedantu give student-friendly explanations along with the solutions. Complex problems and numerical questions are solved step by step to ensure that students understand how to solve them. The answers are concept-focused, resulting in a solid foundation of essential concepts that will aid students in their future studies.3. The best study materials
for revisionStudents can speed up their test preparation by referring to the NCERT Solutions at Vedantu among the numerous study tools accessible online. All of the concepts are addressed in the answers, ensuring that students do not overlook any key concepts for the exam. From theory questions to numerical problems, the NCERT Solutions
present students with the most up-to-date information.
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